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The quantitative stability properties and trajectory bound estimates for a class of
Ž .retarded functional differential equations RFDEs , which is characterized via
Razumikhin-type conditions, are investigated in this paper, resulting in more
generalized and improved criteria for RFDEs. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The use of Lyapunov functionals for retarded functional differential
Ž .equations RFDEs is a natural generalization of the direct Lyapunov
method. Functions, however, are simpler to use. This has resulted in
Razumikhin-type theorems that explore the possibility of using the rate of
change of a function in the definition domain to determine sufficient
w xstability conditions 1 . Quantitative stability descriptions of applications of
w xRazumikhin-type theorems have been extensively investigated 2]4 . Nev-
ertheless, these works have focused on the study of global quantitative
Ž .stability descriptions. The regional local practical stability was not dis-
cussed for a more general class of Razumikhin-type RFDEs studied in this
paper. Quantitative stability results are obtained for such a class of RFDEs
which could not be analyzed with the existing methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the relevant notations and problem formulations. Criteria determining the
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trajectory bounds of the RFDEs are also given. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 4.
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
qŽ .Ž Ž ..If u: R “ R is a continuous function, then D u D u denotes theq
Ž .upper lower right-hand derivative of u and
< <u s sup u t q u . 1 4Ž . Ž .rt
w xug yr , 0
Ž . q w . nR s y‘, q‘ , R s 0, q‘ . R denotes an n-dimensional linear vector
5 5 n Žw x n.space over R. Let ? denote a norm of vector space R . C a, b , R is
w xthe Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval a, b into
n Žw x n.R with the topology of uniform convergence. We let C s C yr, 0 , Rr
5 5 < Ž . <and designate the norm of an element f g C by f s sup f u .r yr F u F 0
Ž . Ž .We let x g C be defined by x u s x t q u , yr F u F 0.t r t
For the problem description, we also adopt the following notations. A
function F: S “ R defined on a containing zero subset S of Rn is positive
Ž . Ž .definite if F x ) 0 for all x g S, x / 0, and F 0 s 0. A function g :
q q Ž .R “ R is of class K or a ``K function'' if it is continuous, positive
Ž .definite, and strictly increasing; it is of class K or a ``K function'' if it is‘ ‘
Ž Ž . .also unbounded equivalently, it is proper, or g s “ ‘ as s “ q‘ .
Ž .Consider the RFDE f :
Dqx t s f t , x . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .t
The function f is supposed to be completely continuous and to satisfy
Ž .Ž .enough additional smoothness conditions to ensure the solution x s , f t
Ž . Ž .through s , f is continuous in s , f, t on the definition domain of the
Ž .function. For RFDEs 2 , the Razumikhin-type conditions can be stated as
follows:
If there exist w and w of class K , continuous function V: Rn = R “1 2 ‘
q n Ž .R , w: R = R “ R, and a continuous nondecreasing function p s ) s
for s ) 0 such that
Ž . nR1 For all t g R, x g R ,
5 5 5 5w x F V x , t F w x . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ... w xR2 If V t q u , f u F p V t, f 0 for all u g yr, 0 ,
qD V f 0 , t F yw f 0 , t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .
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The following family of Razumikhin-type RFDEs will be considered for
the quantitative stability study. Let C be defined as a subset of Razu-
Ž . Ž .mikhin-type RFDEs satisfying the following assumptions A1 and A2 .
Ž . q qA1 There are a : R = R “ R , right-hand continuous nonnega-
Ž . qtive function m t G 0, and nondecreasing nonnegative function G: R “
Rq such that for all t G t ,0
w f 0 , t G a V f 0 , t , t y m t G V f 0 , t . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .A2 There exists a continuous function q t ) 1 such that
p V f 0 , t G q t V f 0 , t . 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .From A1 and A2 , it can be found that C defines a more general class
w xof RFDEs than those in 2]4 . So, these assumptions are reasonable for
w xapplications following the discussion by Hou and Qian 2 . Before giving
our criteria for C, let us introduce several concepts on practical stability
w x4]6 .
Ž .The system 2 is said to be
Ž .DEFINITION 1. Practically stabilizable if given l, A , 0 - l F A, then
5 5 5 Ž .5x F l implies x t F A, t G t for some t g R.rt 0 00
DEFINITION 2. Uniformly practically stabilizable if Definition 1 holds
for every t g R.0
Ž .DEFINITION 3. Practically quasi-stabilizable if given l, B, T , then
5 5 5 Ž .5x F l implies x t F B, t G t q T for some t g R.rt 0 00
DEFINITION 4. Uniformly practically quasi-stabilizable if Definition 3
holds for every t g R.0
Ž .DEFINITION 5. Regionally locally practically stabilizable with respect
Ž . nto O, A , where O ; R , if for all x g O, there exist T ) 0 such thatt0
5 Ž .5x t F A, t G t q T for some t g R.0 0
Ž .DEFINITION 6. Uniformly regionally locally practically stabilizable with
Ž .respect to O, A if Definition 5 holds for every t g R.0
3. PRACTICAL STABILITY AND BOUND ESTIMATES
FOR RETARDED FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS IN C
In the following, we introduce quantitative descriptions for Razumikhin-
type RFDEs in C.
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Ž . wTHEOREM 1. A nonnegati¤e, continuous function S t defined on t y0
. Žr, q‘ is an estimate of the trajectory upper bound for RFDE in C more
Ž . Ž ..explicitly, V x, t F S t if the following conditions hold.
Ž . w x Ž . Ž .1 For all u g yr, 0 , S t q u G V t q u .0 0
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .2 For all t G t , S F q t S t .r0 t
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž ..3 For all t G t , D S t ) ya S t , t q m t G S t .0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let l t s V x, t y S t for such trajectory x t of RFDEs in C
and define
< wT s t l t ) 0, t g t y r , q‘ . 7 4Ž . Ž ..0
 4Assume that T / B, it can be obtained that t s inf T G t from0
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xCondition 1 . So, l t s 0 and l t F 0 for all t g t y r, t . Therefore,0
w xfor u g yr, 0 , it can be shown that
V t q u F S t q u F q t S t s q t V t . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Following R2 , A1 , and A2 , it can be obtained that
q qD l t F D V t y D S t - 0. 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q
Ž . Ž .This implies that there exists d ) 0 such that l t F l t s 0 for every
Ž .t g t, t q d . This contradicts the definition of t. Therefore, T s B or the
proof is completed.
THEOREM 2. For any RFDE in C, assume that
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 a s, t G m t s, where m t ) 0 is continuous from the right hand,
such that
0 - sup F t F h - q‘, 10 4Ž . Ž .
w .tg t , q‘0
where
t t
F t s m s exp y a s ds ds, 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H½ 5
t s0
Ž .where a t is defined as follows. For all t G t ,0
¡ ln q sŽ .
inf , m t , r ) 0,Ž .½ 5~a t s 12rw xŽ . Ž .sg t , tqr¢m t , r s 0,Ž .
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w . Ž .and for all t g t y r, t , a t s 0.0 0
Ž .  Ž .4q2 n s sup s y hG s ) 0.sg R
< < w .Then we obtain that, for V - n and t g t , q‘ ,rt 00
F tŽ .t qyH a Ž s. d st< < < < < <0V f 0 , t F V e q n V y V , 13Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r r rž /t 0 t t0 0 0 h
qw . w .where ¤ : 0, n “ R such that for all t g 0, n ,0
n t y hG n t s t . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž .Proof. First let us verify the existence of the function n s . For every0
w .t g 0, n , define a function
M s s s y hG s y t . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .So, M 0 s yhG 0 y t F 0 and there exists s G 0 such that M s ) 0
Ž .from Condition 2 . Following the intermediate value theorem of continu-
Ž . Ž .ous functions, there exists a function n s n t such that 14 holds.0 0
Ž . Ž .From the definition of a t , it can be obtained that a t ) 0 for all
< <t G t . Now, let n ) v ) V G 0 and 0 - k - 1 be arbitrary. Then forr0 t0w .t g t , q‘ , define0
F tŽ .tyk H a Ž s. d st0S t , v , k s v e q n v y v , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 h
Ž . w .and S t, v, k s v for t g t y r, t . In the following, it is shown that0 0
Ž .S t, v, k satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.
w x Ž . < < Ž .For all u g yr, 0 , S t q u , v, k s v ) V . From 12 , we haver0 t0
tH a Ž s. d sty rq t G e . 17Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence, from 16 and 17 , it can be derived that for all t G t ,0
S t , v , k F q t S t , v , k . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t r
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 16 , we have S t, v, k F n v . Due to the nondecreasing property0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of nonnegative function G, we obtain G n v G G S t, v, k . Since0
tyk H a Ž s. d st0D S t , v , k s ya t v keŽ . Ž .q
n v y vŽ .0q ya t F t q m tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
h
t tyk H a Ž s. d s ykH a Ž s. d st t0 0G ya t v ke y a t S t , v , k y v eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q m t G n vŽ . Ž .Ž .0
) ya t S t , v , k q m t G S t , v , k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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w .directly from Theorem 1, we obtain that, for all t g t y r, q‘ ,0
V f 0 , t F S t , v , k . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< <q y Ž .Let v “ V , and k “ 1 to find 13 holds.rt0
w x Ž .Remark 1. The assumption 1 in 2 is the special case of A1 with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G s ’ 0 and a s, t G m t s. Hence, from Condition 2 in Theorem 2
Ž . Ž .and Eq. 14 , we have n s q‘ and n t ’ t . So, the decay estimate of0
< <such class of RFDEs can be described as for all V - q‘,rt0
tyH a Ž s. d st< < 0V f 0 , t F V e , 20Ž . Ž .Ž . rt0
w xwhich is the main result in Theorem 3 in Ref. 2 . Therefore, Theorem 2
generalizes the results reported so far in the relevant literature.
Based on Theorem 2, the below corollaries are presented for the
practical stability criteria for Razumikhin-type RFDEs.
COROLLARY 2.1. For RFDE in C, assume the conditions in Theorem 2
Ž .are satisfied. Then the RFDE is practically stabilizable with respect to l, A ,
y1 y1Ž .  Ž Ž ..40 - l F A, where l - w n and A G sup w n s .2 sgw0, w Žl.x 1 02
Ž . Ž .Proof. Following the result of 13 and the condition R1 , this proof is
easy to be completed.
COROLLARY 2.2. Assume the conditions in Corollary 2.1 are satis-
Ž .fied. Then the RFDE is regionally locally practically stabilizable with re-
nŽ .  < Ž5 5. 4spect to O , A , where O s x g R w x F l - n and A Gl l 2
 y1Ž Ž ..4sup w n s .sgw0, lx 1 0
Proof. Following the result of Corollary 2.1, this proof is completed.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.3. For Razumikhin-type RFDEs which satisfy R1 and
Ž .R2 , assume further the following conditions hold:
Ž . Ž < Ž . < . Ž . Ž Ž Ž . .. Ž .1 w f 0 , t s m t w V f 0 , t , where m t ) 0 is continuous
from the right hand.
Ž . Ž Ž Ž . .. Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž . H tty r mŽ s. d s2 p V f 0 , t G q t V f 0 , t , where q t G e .
Ž .  <  Ž .4 Ž . 43 D s u ) 0 sup s y w s F u, w u ) 0 / B.sG u
Then for e¤ery u g D and t G t , the following inequality is established:0 0
< < yH
t
t mŽ s. d s0V f 0 , t F u q V y u e . 21Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r0 t 00
Proof. Define
G s s max 0, s y w s , 22 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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and it can be derived that
DqV f 0 , t F ym t V f 0 , t q m t G V f 0 , t , 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
t t tyH mŽs . ds yH mŽs . dss t0F t s m s e ds s 1 y e F 1 s h . 24Ž . Ž . Ž .H
t0
Ž .For every u g D, and all s G u , we have G s F u - q‘. Hence,0 0 0
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž .qn s sup s y G s s q‘. From 24 , Theorem 2, and 19 with k “sg R
y < <1 , we obtain that for all v ) V ,rt0
V f 0 , t F v eyH tt0 mŽ s. d s q n v y v 1 y eyH tt0 mŽ s. d sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0
tyH mŽ s. d st0s G n v q v y G n v e , 25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž .where the function n s n v satisfies 14 .0 0
Ž .Now, we prove G n F u . Consider the following cases:0 0
Ž . Ž .Case 1. If n F u , then from 14 , we obtain that G n F n F u .0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Case 2. If n ) u , then from the condition 3 , we have n y w n F0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4u . Hence, from 22 , it can be shown that G n s max 0, n y w n F0 0 0 0
u .0
Ž .Therefore, from 25 , it can be derived that
V f 0 , t F G n v q u y G n v eyH tt0 mŽ s. d sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
w x yH tt0 mŽ s. d sq v y u e0
w x yH tt0 mŽ s. d sF u q v y u e . 26Ž .0 0
< <q Ž .Let v “ V to find 21 holds. The proof is thus completed.rt0
Ž . Ž . w xRemark 2. Comparing 21 with 20 in Ref. 4 , it can be concluded
w xthat Corollary 2.3 improves the results in 4 .
Remark 3. Theorem 2 can deal with cases that are difficult to be
w xanalyzed via the approach proposed by Hou and Qian in 4 . This is
illustrated in the following example.
EXAMPLE. Consider the following systems,
dx
3s yax t y b cos t ? x t y r t , 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
dt
Ž .where a ) b ) 0, and 0 F r t F r.
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Ž . 2 < <Choosing Lyapunov function V x s x , we obtain that if V -rt
2 ar Ž Ž ..e V x t ,
dV x tŽ .Ž .
3ar 2F y2 aV x t q 2be V x t . 28Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
dt
According to the notations in Theorem 2, it can be derived that
3arm t s 2 a s a ) 0, m t s 2be ,Ž . Ž .
G s s s2 .Ž .
sDue to the fact that lim s 0, the third sufficient condition inŽ .s“q‘ G s
w xTheorem 1 in 4 does not hold. This indicates that the existing results of
w x4 cannot be directly employed to analyze the practical stability of RFDE
Ž .27 . Through computation, it can be derived that
m a
h s , n s ) 0, 29Ž .
a 4m
'1 y 1 y 4hs
n s s . 30Ž . Ž .0 2h
< <Hence, from Theorem 2, we obtain that for all V - n and t G t .rt 00
2 < < 2 y2 aŽ tyt0 .V x t F n h q V y n h e . 31Ž . Ž .Ž . rŽ .0 t 00
Ž .Following Corollary 2.1, RFDE 27 is practically stabilizable with respect
2'Ž . 'to l, A , 0 - l F A, where l - n and A G n l .Ž .0
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have derived improved results of quantitative stability
for a class of Razumikhin-type RFDEs. One may be interested in the
system behavior with specified initial conditions in a fixed operation
environment, and it is practically important to have the local practical
stability criteria of RFDEs, when the global results cannot be obtained.
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